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all over the world. It prints a splendid variety of good books,
and it prints them very well, and for many years past it has
been managed with a fine business ability not often associated
with universities. Long may it nourish.

A. W. P.

ABBO OF FLEURY1

THERE is a passage in the epistle treating of a variety of
grammatical puzzles written by Abbo to his former English
pupils at Ramsey, no doubt soon after he left them in 982,.
which has been a good deal commented and emended by those
interested in the mediaeval pronunciation of Latin. The
beginning of chapter 12, as it stands in the edition by Cardinal
Mai printed in 1833, is unintelligible, a fact to be regretted
seeing that the discussion at this point is of peculiar interest.
Photographs of the only known manuscript, which is at the
Vatican, reveal an extraordinary editorial blunder. The
scribe, it seems, accidentally omitted a passage from the
first column of the recto of fol. 18, and subsequently inserted
it, with due reference marks, across the top margin of the
whole page. The editor, disregarding both marks and sense,
printed one portion of the insertion as though it belonged
at the head of the first column and the rest as though it
belonged at the head of the second, thereby effectually
reducing three passages to nonsense. The error is instructive
as illustrating what may have happened with a mediaeval
scribe just as well as with a modern editor and as showing
how impossible it may be to restore order in a work that
survives in a single manuscript only.

In the present instance, given the original, the reconstruc-
tion of the correct text was an easy matter, but Dr. Bradley

1 On the Text of Abbo of Flevry's ' Quaestioms Grammaticdes'. By HENRY
BRADLEY. From the Proceedings of the British Academy. London, Humphrey
Milford. 8vo, pp. 8. is.
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has added some very acute observations on its interpretation,
which is by no means free from difficulty. On only one point
would I venture to suggest a possible alternative view. The
second sentence of the restored passage runs: ' Sed aspira-
' tiones bene uos angli peruidere potestis. qui pro .6. fre-
c quentius .B. scribitis sicut pro digamma .P.' That a French
scribe should substitute P for the ' wyn ' that Abbo must
have written as the equivalent of digamma is natural enough,
but the connexion of 6 and B is less obvious. Dr. Bradley
suggests that ' Perhaps he took the J? for a minuscule b ', but
why when the manuscript gives us majuscule letters should
we assume that Abbo used minuscules ? It seems to me more
likely that what he wrote was : ' qui pro 0 frequentius
' D scribitis'. If the cross stroke of the ' eth' was placed
rather far to the right the French copyist might easily mistake
the unfamiliar letter for a B. By the way, it would have
added both to the interest and lucidity of his admirable
communication if Dr. Bradley had mentioned the date and
character of the writing.

The editorial untrustworthiness of Cardinal Mai is said to
be notorious, but one cannot help wondering whether there
has ever been an editor who was not capable on occasion of
letting down those who relied on his work to the exclusion
of the original. The moral is twofold : first, to discover the
personal equation of your editor, and, second, to refer all
cruxes to the original before constructing elaborate theories
of interpretation. The writer here shows that whereas Mai's
text led an ingenious critic to the conclusion that Anglo-
Saxon retained the Primitive Germanic ' glottal catch ', the
correct inference from Abbo's actual words is that the modern
French liaison was already current in the tenth century !
Of course an original itself often hides pitfalls even for the
wary, and it is not certain that Abbo's writing tablets did not
get shuffled before the first scribe copied out his notes.

W. W. GREG.
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